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PREFACE 
This report  describes work being per formed under support f rom NASA, 
Headquarters ,  Washington, D. C,  under contract  NASw-P5P& Our pr imary  
objective during this period w a s  to explore the total  energy distribution (TED) 
measurements  of field emitted electrons in regards  to the effect of adsorption, 
In par t icular  we have attempted to understand the cause of the s t ruc ture  ob- 
se rved  on the T E D  when polyatomic molecules a r e  adsorbed at the surface.  
In addition, we have continued studies of the s t ruc ture  in TED curves f rom 
clean surfaces.  
P 
E. The Effect of Polyatomic Adsorbates on the Total Energy Distribution of 
Field Emitted Electrons 
INTRODUCTION 
]I Experimental  studies by Lambe and Jaklevic of MOM tunneling junctions 
2 
and Thompson 
a r e  inelastically sca t te red  by polyatomic molecules absorbed in  the diode in te r  - 
face. This par t icular  electron-phonon interaction mechanism was revealed 
experimentally by an enhancement in the diode conductance a t  various diode 
bias voltages charac te r i s t ic  of the vibronic spec t ra  of the adsorbed molecules. 
Thus,  a novel molecular spectrometer  covering a wide range of wavelengths 
from the microwave to the visible and possessing a resolution of the o rde r  of 
5 kT was unveiled by these findings. 
of Schottky b a r r i e r  MS diodes have shown that tunneling electrons 
Another mechanism by which adsorbates per turb the tunneling electrons i s  
through a t ransmiss ion  resonance caused by wave mechanical interference 
effects due to the presence of d i scre te  atomic potentials lying outside the main 
electronic charge cloud of the bulk metal. 
matically by Duke and Alferieff 
model. 
par t ic le  lying within the conduction band provide windows of enhanced electron 
tunneling which can be most  readily detected by analyzing the total energy dis-  
tribution (TED) of the emitted electrons. 
This mechanism was analyzed mathe- 
who employed a one - dimensional pseudopotential 3 
According to their  resul ts  atomic o r  molecular levels of an adsorbed 
The prospect of detecting either o r  both of these effects on field emitted 
electrons a t  the metal-vacuum interface has prompted us to investigate the 
TED of vacuum field emitted electrons f rom substrates  with chemisorbed 
monomolecular f i lms. 
electronic and/or  vibronic levels of the adsorbate  by the adsorption ac t  is  
potentially accessible f rom such measurements.  In addition, the possibility 
of ZPucidating cer ta in  aspects  of sur face  catalytic mechanisms in  the chemi- 
sorption process  portends to be a technologically useful derivative of these 
measurements .  
Useful information regarding the perturbation of the 
2 
Initial efforts in  this direction using phthalocyanine (pht) pr imari ly  be - 
4 
cause of i t s  large s ize  and ease  of ha-ndling in  high vacuum, have been reported. 
In this report  fur ther  resu l t s  and interpretations of the phthalocyanine work 
a r e  given along with prel iminary resul ts  f rom pentacene adsorbed on the (310) 
plane of We Evidence that both electronic and vibronic spec t ra l  information can 
be obtained by energy analysis of the field emitted electrons t ransmit ted through 
la rge  organic molecules i s  given. 
THEORETICAL CONSIDERATIONS 
A theoretical  description of the effect of adsorbed molecules on the energy 
3 distribution of field emitted electrons with respect  to tunnel resonance 
electron-phonon interaction has  been given. 
the la rge  c ros s  sectional a r e a  of these organic molecules should enhance detection 
4 
of low transi t ion probability phenomena. 
and 
1 
As pointed out in  a previous repor t  
In addition to tunnel resonance and electron-phonon interaction, a th i rd  
possibility to be considered i s  electron-electron interaction, 
such a s  those studied he re  possess  low lying electronic s ta tes ,  e. g. 
tr iplet ,  which can be excited by the tunneling electrons,  
the possibility of e las t ic  scattering of the tunneling electrons through tunnel 
resonance and/or  inelastic scat ter ing through two possible mechanisms, e lectron-  
phonon and electron-electron interactions. 
Organic molecules 
singlet and 
In other words we have 
It would be helpful to summarize the qualitative theoretically expected 
Basically experimental  manifestations of the above mentioned mechanisms. 
there  a r e  four experimental  observables which can be compared with experimental  
predictions;  they axe a s  follows: 
1) the overal l  shape of the TED 
2) the intensity and displacement of the new s t ruc ture  in the T E D  due to  the 
adsorbate  
3 )  the effect of e lec t r ic  field and temperature  on 1)and 2) 
F i r s t  let  us examine in qualitative fashion the expectations of the above 
consideration f o r  tunnel resonance. Based on the present  physical picture 
3 
( s e e  Fig.  1)  in which a Lorentzian shaped vir tual  electronic level  in the a d -  
sorbate  is positioned a t  A (energy relative 3 the F e r m i  level) ,  Gadzuk has 
shown that the TED including t ransmission resonance can be expressed a s  
(&-AI2+ c 2  ( & - A I 2  -I- C 2  
where T t r  is the ratio of the adsorbate coated to c lean tunneling probabilities 
and T is the half width of the broadened adsorbate level which increases  
with decreasing m e t  1-adsorbate distance. As pointed out previously5, the 
f i r s t  t e r m  on the right hand side i s  the direct  tunneling expression. 
second t , , rm is the resonance tunneling factcr  which assumes  a Lorentzian 
shaped broadened adsorbate level.  The thi:-d t e r m  is an  interference t e r m  
between the d i rec t  and indirect  channels. 
The 
Thus the resonance peak will 
have a ~ kewed Lorentzian shape .:entered on A 
A word concerning the magnitude of Ttr should be given. Crudely 
speaking T t r  is the rat io  of the adsorbate coated to bare  surface tun. -,..-g 
probability where the adsorbate modifies the bare  surface potential by the 
presence of the adsorbate  potential well of width w and xo f r o m  the su r -  
face as  depicted Schematically in  Fig.  1. F r o m  WKB considerations of 
tunneling through a tr iangular b a r r i e r ,  the tunneling amplitude is propor- 
tional to exp {- cJ;;: [B(x) - E,: 
Assuming the adsorbate modifies the b a r r i e r  by cutting out a square  well 
: j 2  3 / 2  
d x  1 = exp [ - c (Ef  t 0 - Ex) /F] 
of width w and height Ex - Fx, the qualitative expression for Ttr  becomes 
4 
exp -c [ (Ef  + 8 - E,)312/F- (8 - E,- Fx,)%w] 
Ttr 2 F(E)  
exp [-e(Ef + 8 - EXI3/2 1 F] 
has  units of energy and where F (E) is  a slowly varying function of E 
whose magnitude is  the o rde r  of unity and where c = 2 (2m)112/ho F o r  
0 @ = 4.5 ,  Ex = - 0 .  5, F = 0 . 3  V / a a n d  w = 2 A, Ttr = 18. Also note that 
Ttr increases  as  the well depth increases  and that J(E) 
for  E > 0 ;  thus for  A > 0 l i t t le effect will be observed on J (E> e 
goes to ze ro  
According to  a highly simplified model3 the virtual level A will 
shift downward with field F according to Fx,. 
the image potential t e r m ,  polarization of the a tom by the e lec t r ic  field 
However, upon including 
and Stark  shifts,  a m o r e  complicated field shift of the resonance level 
may occur in practice.  
the adsorbate  position xo, no par t icular  effect of temperature  on the 
Assuming no temperature  dependent change in 
shape o r  displacement of the tunnel resonance peak i s  expected. 
Next, l e t  u s  examine the effect  of electron-phonon interactions 
of the tunneling electrons.  
level E inelastically scat tered by a phonon excitation hV will 
ult imately tunnel through a separa te  channel a t  E-hV(see F i g .  2 ) .  
Thus, the T E D  shape at the Fermi level will be replayed a t  
reduced by a probability factor T 
this case  the expression for the TED can be qualitatively expressed a s  
Electrons tunneling f r o m  the meta l  a t  energy 
E - h U  
fo r  a n  inelastic interaction, In eP 
5 
where the f i r s t  t e r m  represents  the reduction in  the unperturbed TED due 
to electrons which channel separately a t  E - h  v The factor g (E-hv ) 
represents  the line shape broadening due to a possible finite continuum 
of phonon levels o r  lifetime effects. 
P 
In general  the shape of the TED structure  due t o  electron-phonon 
interactions will be a reduced replica of the unscattered TED a t  the F e r m i  
level. 
vacuum field emission case  and for the closely analogous tunnel diode 
configuration. If the transit ion is sharp  the shape factor g (E-hv ) 
will be near  unity and the leading edge shape of the electron-phonon 
transit ion will be due to the temperature  o r  resolution broadening of 
the F e r m i  level e lectrons,  
should exhibit a leading edge which broadens with temperature .  
A theoretical  description of this has been given elsewhere for the 
Thus,  TED s t ruc tures  due to e -p  transitions 
A Stark splitting of the electron-phonon transitions can be envisioned 
in the case  of degenerate vibrational rotational o r  bending modes,  
a qualitative prediction a s  to  the magnitude of such field effects on the electron- 
phonon interaction is not possible f r o m  the present  theoretical  s ta tus .  
best  the effect of field on e -p  transit ions is expected to be smal le r  than for  
tunnel resonance. 
and Jaklevicl  which show that the tunnel electron spectra  of complex mole- 
cules is  strikingly similar to the corresponding f i e l d  f r ee  infra-red spectra .  
However, 
A s  
This i s  born out by the experimental  resul ts  of Lambe 
6 
The magnitude of the electron-phonon interactions will obviously 
be proportional to the oscil lator surface density a s  well a s  T In general  
eP' 
< m I pz I O>where p, i s  the dipole moment perpendicular to the TeP 
surface and 
state m = 0 to m. 
may a lso  be useful in detecting Raman spectra .  
< m 1 p I O > i s  the ma t r ix  element coupling the ground vibrational 
Z 
A s  pointed out by Lambe and Jaklevicl  this technique 
Finally,  l e t  u s  consider the electron- electron (e- e )  interaction. Our 
focus he re  is upon the possibility of the tunneling electron to excite the 
adsorbate  electrons in the upper filled molecular orbitals to low lying 
excited s ta tes  a s  depicted in F igo  3 I Since the tunneling electrons have 
severa l  volts of energy relative to the uppermost  filled state of the ad -  
molecules ,  excitation to  levels a few volts above the ground s ta te  is possible. 
Cross  sections for  7~ orbital  electrons should be of the order  of the mole- 
cular  dimensions for  the conjugated molecules being examined he re .  
Qualitatively speaking, the expression describing the TED s t ruc ture  
due to e -e  interactions should have the following f o r m  
(1 - Tee) + J (E+hV)) Tee ge (E-hV) .  ( 4 )  
It will be noticed that the f o r m  and symbol meanings of Eq.  (4) are identical. 
to Eq. ( 3 ) .  
which led to the Lorentzian shape of the broadened adsorbate level inEq.  (1). 
We anticipate 
adsorbate orbital  overlap will be small. If C is sha rp ,  i. e. I' < kT the 
shape of the F e r m i  level TED is simply replayed a t  E -hv  
The shape factor ge ( E-h v) originates f r o m  the same  considerations 
C to  be ra ther  small for deep lying levels where the metal-  
a s  in the case  of 
a 
electron-phonon ineteraetion. 
to be manifest  in the e - e  transit ion where T<kT. 
We therefore expect temperature  broadening 
The effect of field on the e -e  peak position cannot be ascertained f r o m  
our present  understanding; however, it will be proportional to the difference 
between the f i e l d  shift in the ground and excited s ta te  levels.  
for  these highly polarizable molecules a r e  likely to  be important.  
S ta rk  shifts 
F r o m  elementary considerations two Stark shifts can be identified for 
electronic transit ions.  
s e rve  a quadratic shift in an energy level E 
In the case  of a non-degenerate state one may ob- 
with field. g 
It i s  actually the difPerence between the field shift of two levels E and Eg '  g 
that is  observed in a transit ion.  
of AEg/AF = 0. 5 A.  Thus,  the quadratic S tark  shift will be quite sma l l  for 
even highly polarizable molecules 
F o r  a = 50 2 and F = 0 . 3  V / x  the value 
0 
A l inear  S tark  shift a r i s e s  f r o m  the action of a n  e lec t r ic  field on a 
degenerate energy level  Eo, 
given by 
The energy level  will then split into two levels 
where 212 = U T  Z12U2 d x ,  
ference in atomic s ize  in s ta tes  1 and 2. 
In essence 2 1 2  is roughly the mean dif-  s rq' 
F o r  the hydrogen a tom one can 
show that Z12 Thus, for  the hydrogen 
atom AEn/AF = 1.  5 A. Clear ly ,  the l inear Stark effect is expected to pre-  
3aO3 where a. is the Bohr radius .  
0 
8 
dominate f r o m  these elementary considerations, 
By way of summarys  a comparison between Eq, (1) depicting elast ic  
scattering and Eq, ( 3 )  and (4) depicting inelastic scat ter ing yields the fol- 
lowing expectation: the shape of the subsidiary TED s t ruc ture  i n  the case  
of elastic scattering is Lorentzian and unrelated to the Fermi level  emis-  
sion peak; 
scat ter ing,  whether electron-electron or  electron-phonon, In addition, 
e las t ic  tunnel resonance and electron-electron scattering should exhibit a 
l a rge r  A E / A  F than an  electron-phonon interaction. 
the opposite is generally expected to be the case  for  inelastic 
EXPERIMENTAL 
Experimental  details  of the van Oostrom analyzer employed in this 
work have been described elsewhere 4 Because of the relative insensiti- 
vity of this analyzer to the t ip position we found i t  to  be m o r e  versat i le  than 
the concentric sphere  design described previously. 
In order  to facilitate the data reduction a Pr inceton Applied Resea rch  
HR- 8 lock- in amplifier has been incorporated into the system. This in- 
s t rument  allows electronic differentiation of the probe cur ren t ,  that i s  
dI/dV, to be accomplished. Briefly a 1000 hz signal is  impressed on the 
probe cu r ren t  9 by modulating the bias voltage with a 10 to 20 mV signal. 
The output d l / d V  is  plotted vs Vbias on a n  x-y recorder .  The derivative 
can be taken electronically for  probe cur ren t  levels above 5 x 
most cases the 300 msec  integrator t ime constant selector  of the HR-8 is  
used. This allows the Vbias sweep of -3V to be made in  "30 sec .  
0 
A .  In 
Both pentacene and metal  f r e e  phthalocyanine were thoroughly outgassed 
9 
pr ior  to being put into resis t ively heatable platinum buckets. 
was distilled into a break off sea l  f r o m  which it was subsequently subli.med 
onto the emi t te r .  
therefore  be accomplished. 
Anthracene 
Controlled deposition of molecules onto the t ip  could 
The presence of an individual molecule(s) in  
the probe a r e a  could be ascertained by noting the sha rp  r i s e  in probe cur ren t  
due to  the adsorption of a molecule. By observing the pat tern and electron 
cur ren t ,  the adsorbed molecule could be positioned in the center of the probe 
by magnetic deflection. This was done m o r e  effectively in  the case  of the 
pentacene resul ts  Frequently the molecule would change i ts  emiss ion  
charac te r i s t ics  during TED measurements  or  disappear by diffusion o r  
desorption f r o m  the probe hole region. 
F r o m  the present  s ta te  of knowledge one cannot be su re  each adssrp-  
tion event concerns an individual molecule o r  a higher order  conglomerate 
of ,molecules. Both pentacene and phthalocyanine a r e  conjugated planar 
molecules.  Penta.cene and anthracene consist  of a l inear  chain of 5 and 3 
fused benzene rings respectively and contain only 6-6 and C-H bonds where 
each C a tom is s p  
molecule approximately 1 0  by 10 A and pentacene is an oblong molecule 
roughly 4 by 1 2  A. 
hybridized. phthalocyanine is a four-fold symmetr ica l  
0 
0 
It is  well known that la rge  organic molecules8 frequently produce 
charae te r i s t ic  molecular  patterns when adsorbed on a field emi t te r  These 
molecular patterns a r e  usually a single spot a doublet or quadruplet s e t  of 
spots With the tube geometry e.mployed , the molecular pat tern frequently 
encompassed the total probe a rea .  
pentacene resul ts  




Although the TED resul ts  of phthalocyanine on W and Mo have been 
previously reported4, we shal l  summar ize  the pertinent resul ts  he re ,  
Figs. 4 to 15 show TED spec t ra  for phthalocyanine on various planes of 
W and Mo a t  77OK. The experimental  details have been discussed else-  
where. 
??OK. Removal of the phthalocyanine was effected by thermal  heating, 
thus the substrate  surface was carbon contaminated for  the most  par t .  
4 F o r  the most  pa r t ,  phthalocyanine was deposited onto the tip at 
By monitoring the emission cur ren t  while the molecules of phthalo- 
cyanine were  being deposited one could detect the deposition of a single 
molecule (assuming monomolecular vaporization) of phthalocyanine. 
the probe cur ren t  was very  noisy and e r r a t i c  due to what appeared to be 
thermally o r  field induced random s t e r i c  changes in  the adsorbate- substrate  
configuration. 
T E D  s t ruc ture .  
tude appeared to increase  with temperature was usually observed. 
lowering the temperature  to 20°K (liq. H2) may reduce some of this unde- 
s irable nois e problem. 
Often 
These s t e r i c  changes of the adsorbate  frequently altered the 
En addition, a higher frequency noise current  whose ampli- 
Thus,  
It was observed that the noise cur ren t  amplitude A E was not only a 
function of temperature  but was a l so  direct ly  proportional to E,  This sug- 
gests that the electrons which t r ave r se  the ad-molecule deposit energy in  
vibrational o r  some other thermal. modes of the molecule which cause a 
fluctuating effective dipole moment. The la t ter  in tu rn  modulates the cur-  
11 
rent  through the sensit ive dependence of I on the work function. 
The different TED curves showri. i n  Figs .  4 to  13 a r i s e  f r o m  sepa- 
ra te  depositions of phthalocyanine onto the substrate .  
particular analyzer employed h e r e ,  the electron beam could not be easi ly  
deflected s o  as to position the probe hole over a single molecular spot; thus, 
some of the difficulty in reproducing a given T E D  s t ruc ture  may  have been 
due to two o r  m o r e  molecules with different s t e r i c  configurations contri- 
buting to the total TED. 
work reported below by employing a tube with electrostat ic  deflection plates.  
A fur ther  complication possibly hindering reproducibility was the continuing 
carburization of the surface due to  thermal  cracking of the phthalocyanine 
molecules during cleaning. 
the pentacene results by low temperature  field evaporation cleaning of the 
surface.  
Unfortunately in the 
This limitation was eliminated in the pentacene 
This undesirable feature  too was eliminated in 
In summarizing the phthalocyanine TED curves ,  we have a l so  plotted 
the shift in  the peak relative to  the F e r m i  peak a s  a function of applied f i e l d .  
Because of some uncertainty in calculating field strengths due to  carbon 
contamination, some e r r o r  may be contained in the exact relative positioning 
on the F axis .  Generally speaking resul ts  on a given plane should have 
grea te r  relative significance. 
the rat io  of the adsorbate to clean probe cu r ren t  increase Ia/IC9 
clean work function Q l c ,  the work function change 
exponential factor of the Fowler-Nordheim ( F N )  equation; that is 
In the caption we have included when available 
the 
A Ql and the change in pre-  
B = 1nA - lnA, 
12 
where  A, is the clean value of the F N  equation pre-exponential. 
We should hasten to  point out that parameters  obtained f r o m  FN ana- 
lysis  of I(V9 data where TED s t ruc ture  is present  must not be equated with 
their  original physical meanings. F o r  example, FN plots a r e  frequently 
non-linear a s  shown in  Fig. 16 which goes with the TED shown in  Fig.  15, 
The TED curves have been repkotted f r o m  the original data and nor- 
malized to put the peak maximum a t  unity. 
ca ses  for  comparison purposes.  
a r e  plotted for comparison for  each TED s t ruc tu re  observed. 
m u m  number of new peaks observed in the TED s t ruc ture  due to adsorption 
was three,  
Fig.  14 shows a resu l t  obtained only in  a few cases  in which a la rge  
Clean TEDss  a r e  shown in  most  
Two TED'S a t  different field s t rengths  
The maxi- 
emission peak was observed above the F e r m i  level,  Ef. In another in- 
stance, peaks occurred both at 900 mV above Ef and -575 mV below Ef. 
In the la t te r  ca se ,  the -575 mV peak was much sma l l e r  than the 900 mV 
one. Unfortunately, the field shift for these peaks was not obtained. 
The two TED curves in Fig.  6 a r e  f r o m  two different depositions. 
The TED curves of Fig.  1 2  and 13 a r e  derived f r o m  the same  deposition; 
apparently,  the molecule underwent a spontaneous s t e r i c  change which 
gave r i s e  to another TED structure .  
Pentacene 
The pentacene resu l t s  were  obtained on a <310>  W emit ter  wnich 
was cleaned by field evaporation. 
ca r r i ed  out by field desorption s o  as not to a l t e r  the substrate  surface 
Subsequent removal s f  pentacene was 
13 
through carburization. 
the TED curves were  always performed a t  77°K. 
s imi la r  to the phthalocyanine studies 
The deposition of pentacene and the measuring of 
Noise problems were  
The summary  of the pentacene resu l t s  a r e  given in  Figs .  17 to 20. 
These resu l t s  were  a l l  obtained f r o m  singlet molecular patterns.  
t icular in te res t  a r e  the peaks in  Fig.  20 appearing near ly  3 V below the 
Fermi  level,  
the pentacene resul ts .  
on the TED s t ruc ture  is shown in F ig-  22 .  Unfortunately, i t  was extremely 
difficult to measu re  the TED curves above 7’7°K because of excessive noise 
and i r r eve r s ib l e  changes in  the TED s t ruc ture .  Fig.  23  is a replot of the 
TED s t ruc ture  shown in Fig.  19 fo r  the purpose of i l lustrating a n  unusual 
increase in the Boltzman ta i l  a s  the field i s  increase?. The Patter was an 
infrequent occurrence that was not observed with phthalocyanine. 
Of par-  
F ig .  2P summar izes  the field shift of the peaks observed in 
The resul ts  of investigating the temperature  effect 
D IS CUSS EON 
The f i r s t  and foremost  objective of this r e sea rch  was to determine 
which of the three  possible mechanisms discussed above a r e  operative.  
Clear ly ,  the direction of future work and utility of this technique a s  a su r -  
face spec t rometer  cannot be determined until a c l ea r  understanding of the 
mechanism is ascer ta ined.  
inelastic o r  e las t ic  scattering, 
Let  u s  f i r s t  consider the two possible mechanisms,  
One of the important differences between elast ic  processes  occurs  
in the rat io  of J ( E= A o r  h u  9/J( E = O ) *  That is t0 say ,  the amount of emis - 
14 
sion f r o m  the subsidiary peaks relative to theFermi  level emission is dif-  
fe ren t  fo r  the two processes .  
obtain f r o m  Eq. (1) 
F o r  inelastic t ransmission resonance we 
where A v F )  va r ies  approximately l inear ly  with E. Similar  consideration 
leads to the following expression in the case  of inelastic scat ter ing 
where again hv (F) var ies  l inearly with F ( a s  observed experimentally) and 
Tin i s  the inelastic transit ion probability. 
quences of the Eqs. 
subsidiary peak(s) relative to the Fermi level emission, 
since A ( F )  is always negative and equal to  o r  g rea t e r  than d and since the 
factor to the right of e *gFIld is of the o rde r  of unity it follows that 
J(  A ) / J ( O ) < <  1; this of course becomes increasingly t rue a s  A g F )  increases  
negatively. On the other hand, for inelastic scat ter ing,  although e hv B F l / d  
may be small because of a l a rge  negative value of hv (F), it follows that 
J(hv ) / J ( O )  3 Also in this ca se ,  the value 
of J ( h v ) / J ( O )  should be relatively independent of F. Thus we may  expect 
the relative s ize  of J( E )  at the Fermi level to the subsidiary peak to give 
an  important clue as to  the mechanism. 
One of the important conse- 
li and is  in  regards  to the expected magnitude of the 
F o r  example,  
1 provided Tin is nea r  unity, 
0 
In the case  of e las t ic  scat ter ing J ( A ) / J ( O )  can either increase ( i f  A 
15 
i s  negative or  below the Fermi level) o r  decrease  ( i f  A is positive) with F. 
If A i s  negative, the value of J( A )/J(  0) will generally be smal l ,  the order  of 
unity o r  l e s s .  
J ( h  V ) / J ( O )  a e  
e -hvo /CF  
We can summar ize  by noting that J ( A  )/J(O)a eZAo/@ whereas  
- hvo/ C F 
t B where the constant B can be la rge  compared to 
We should point out that the derivation of the above equation i s  based 
on the assumption that all the electrons entering the probe a r e a  pass  through 
the molecule. 
right hand side ofEqs.  ( l ) ,  (3) and (4) mus t  be multiplied by the appropriate 
In the event this assumption does not hold, the t e r m s  on the 
fractional a r ea .  On the basis  of the c r o s s  sectional a r e a  of the two mole- 
cules studied and the overall  magnification, it follows that the projected 
.molecular pat tern should cover the probe a r e a  a s  generally confirmed f r o m  
pa tte r n  ob s e r vat ion. 
The rat io  of the subsidiary peak heights to that a t  the F e r m i  level  is  
g rea te r  than unity in F igs .  4 and 5 for  pht. on Mo (110). 
the peaks with field is relatively small .  
Also the shift in 
These observations fit the expecta- 
tions for the case  of electron-phonon inelastic scattering. 
T h e r e  a r e  two additional peaks which have s.mall values of dE (Displ. ) / d F .  
The TED curve in  F i g .  6 with d E / d F  = 18 exhibits a J ( @ h v ) / J ( O )  which i s  
grea te r  than unity. Also the peaks in the Fig.  7 curve with d E / d F  = 0 . 5  A 
0 
has JChV ) / J ( O )  = const. independent of F. F o r  the most  par t ,  the peaks with 
sma l l  displacements and sma l l  d E / d F  were  found on the 110 plane of either 
W or  Mo. 
Unpublished studies of the fine structure associated with pht adsorbed 
16 
in a tunnel diode by Lambe and  Jaklevic shows s t ruc ture  in the 50 to 80 mV 
energy 10s s region. Infra- 
red studies9- '' show strong absorption in the 90 m V  region that is attributed 
to a C-H bending mode. 
125 to 200 m V  region. 
(a t  0.35 V / i )  m a y  well  correspond to the IR vibronic spec t ra .  The TED peak 
a t  250 m V  (the middle peak of Fig.  7) a lso  has character is t ics  of a n  electron- 
phonon interaction, but has  no corresponding analogue in  the IR spectra .  
Higher energy transit ions were  not investigated. 
Severa l  strong IR peaks were a l so  observed in  the 
The TED peaks observed in  this work a t  90 and 150 mV 
The two TED curves shown in Fig.  6 for pht on W (111) a l so  exhibit 
sma l l  values of d E / d F ,  except for the lower field region of one which has a 
s teeper  portion segment. Both of these TED curves show ratios of J(hv or 
A ) / J ( O )  which a r e  near ly  independent of F; this observation lends support  to 
an electron-phonon description, i. e. Eq.(8) in which the second t e r m  i s  l a rge r .  
The ra ther  broad l e a d i n g  edge is somewhat puzzling to explain in t e r m s  of a 
s t r ic t ly  electron-phonon interaction and must  be ascribed to phononic level 
broadening. This Fig.  6 shaped TED was only observed on W (111). 
A s  mentioned previously the middle peak i n  the TED curve of Fig. 7 
fi ts  a n  electron-phonon interaction in view of the constant J(hv ) / J ( O )  indepen- 
dent of F and the sma l l  dE /dF .  
kedly with F (i. e . ,  l a rge  d E / d F )  and the shape i s  similar to the Fermi level 
peak. Thus,  this transit ion i s  m o r e  in line with an inelastic p rocess ,  but 
m o r e  likely an electron-electron interaction because of the l a rge  value of 
dE / d F .  
In contrast  the high energy peak shifts mar- 
Fig.  8 is  another double peaked s t ruc ture  obtained f r o m  W (110)  in 
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which both peaks are  l a rge r  thanthe Fermi level emission,  have near ly  the 
same shift with field and a r e  separated by 400 mV.  The relative positions 
of the peak heights vary  only slightly with field s t rength,  
lend support  for an  electron- e lectron interaction. Conceivably, the double 
peak involves a combination electronic transit ion and vibrational overtone 
excitation. Interestingly,  there  is a strong SR absorption at 400 mV which 
corresponds to a N-H vibration. 
The resul ts  of F igs .  9 and 10  on Mo (110)  and W (111) both have a 
These observations 
la rge  and  identical value of d E / d F  but separated by 200 m V .  
s teep leading edge and overal l  s imilar i ty  of shape to the F e r m i  level  emission 
suggests a sha rp  electron-electron transit ion.  
row half width of curve 2 a r i s e s  f r o m  the low field s t rength s ince for the 
Fermi level  emission half width is proportioned to F. 
Tin must  be the order  of unity. 
The TED curves of Figs ,  11 and 1 2  a r e  f r o m  the same molecule which 
The extremely 
On this basis the very  nar- 
Clear ly ,  in  this case 
spontaneously changed its TED s t ruc ture  during the course of the measure-  
ment.  W e  notice that in each case  the lowest transit ion overlaps the F e r m i  
level emission a t  low fields. 
the low energy peak coincides in  both cases ,  
Fig.  11 is 
200 m V .  
electron interaction while the higher transit ions represent  combination 
electron-vibronic and/or  overtone transit ions 
All  peaks a r e  strongly sensitive to  field and 
The separat ion of peaks in 
-300 m V  whereas  in  Fig.  12 the separation is of the order  of 
Here  again i t  is possible that the lowest peak is due to an electron- 
The F ig .  13 resul ts  on W (111) show two subsidiary peaks which have 
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distinctly different field shifts and  which a r e  both greater  than the F e r m i  
level emission, The relative peak heizhts and shapes a r e  reasonably inde- 
pendent of field strength although the low energy transit ion has a broader 
half width. It is again tempting to suggest that the two transit ions a r e  both 
due to a n  inelastic scattering process .  The high energy transit ion i s  the 
o r d e r  of 1 volt in the f i e l d  range investigated and  has the character is t ics  
of an electron-electron excitation of the molecule to a non-broadened elec- 
tronic level. Comparing the Fig. 8 and 13 resul ts  shows thatthe low energy 
transit ion peaks possess  nearly identical dE /dF  and shapes.  In both in- 
stances the low energy peak exhibits a broader half width. 
peak with the same d E / d F  i s  shown in the Fig.  7 Mo (110) resul ts .  
A s imi la r  shaped 
A summary  of the field dependence of the peak positions in Figs .  4 to 14 
clear ly  shows 3 c lasses  of relations. One group shows a la rge  slope,  bet- 
ween 3.9 and 5. 0 A ;  another group exhibits a value around the 2 . 0  A ,  while 
the r e s t  exhibit slopes l e s s  than 1 8. 
plained in t e r m s  of electron-phonon enteractions a s  mentioned ea r l i e r  
group of peaks with the 3 . 9  to 5 .0  8 and 2. 0 to 2 . 2  2 slopes a r e  best  ex- 
0 0 
Those in the la t te r  group a r e  best  ex- 
The 
plained in t e r m s  of electron- electron excitation. A difference in the orbital  
s t e r i c  configuration of the electronic s ta tes  involved would be manifested 
inEq.  ( 6 )  as an  effective difference in  1 Z 112 and could account for  the d i f -  
ferent  values of d AE/dF. The paral le l  ver t ical  displacements of those peaks 
with nearly identical d A E / d F  may  be due to  combination electronic-vibronic 
transitions. In other cases  a multiplicity of s t e r i c  possibilities may  a l te r  
the effective field strength and thereby cause horizontal displacements in 
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the AE vs F curves.  
Striking evidence that so,me long lived excited s ta tes  a r e  involved in the 
phthalocyanine resul ts  is given i n  the Fig.  14 resu l t s .  
950 m V  above and 1200 mV below the F e r m i  level f o r  F = 0. 39 V/A. 
Here a peak occurs  
This 
0 
s o r t  of resu l t  was observed only in  a few cases  of phthalocyanine depositions. 
In another resu l t  a peak was observed 575 above and 900 m V  below the F e r m i  
level for  F = 0.32 V/A; however,  the 575 mV peak was considerably sma l l e r  
0 
in this ca se .  
,mechanism in which a n  excited electronic s ta te  of the molecule i s  sufficiently 
A possible explanation of these resul ts  ia  an Auger type 
long lived (co,mpared to the interelectron tunneling t ime)  that a subsequent 
tunneling electron stimulates the de-excitation. The la t te r  e lectron takes up 
the de-excitation energy in  the process  and appears above the F e r m i  level. 
That this resu l t  was not frequently observed i s  indicative of the fact  that for  
the most  p a r t  de- excitation occurs  fas te r  than interelectron tunneling time. 
The fact  that the upper peak displacement f r o m  the F e r m i  level is l e s s  than 
the lower peak displacement by 250 m V  may s t em f r o m  the fact that 
stimulated de- excitation occurs  to a metastable,  ra ther  than the original 
ground state. 
Figs .  15 and 16 show a TED and a corresponding Fowler-Nordheim 
plot. 
considerable caution in attributing the usual  physical significance to the 
Fowler-Nordheim constants. 
In view of the non-linear nature of the plot one should exerc ise  
F i g s .  17 to 20 a r e  TED'S obtained f r o m  various depositions of pentacene 
(pent) on W (310) at 77'K. These resu l t s  were  obtained f r o m  singlet 
20 
molecular patterns.  
except for  the appearance of a peak a t  the astonishing displacement of y3 eV 
below the Fermi level a s  observed in Fig. 20. 
exhibit relatively large peaks compared to the Fermi  level emission. 
the most  pa r t  the relative peak heights a r e  independent of field strength a s  
observed with the phthalocyanine resul ts .  
The resul ts  a r e  s imi la r  to the phthalocyanine resul ts  
Excluding Fig.  19 all the TED'S 
F o r  
The Fig.  17 resul ts  show three peaks,  two of which exhibit near ly  
identical field shifts. 
a small  field dependency and could best be ascribed to a tunnel resonance 
mechanism. The lower peak appears  to be an  electronic transit ion with a 
possible vibronic overtone. 
The upper peak exhibits a very  broad half width and 
The transitions observed in Figs.  18 to 20a re  also best  explained in 
t e r m s  of a n  electron-electron interaction. 
level in Fig.  20 must  be due to an electron-electron transit ion in view of the 
exceedingly low value of J ( A ) / J ( O )  for electrons 3 eV below the F e r m i  level 
according toEq.  3. 
The peak 3 eV below the F e r m i  
A summary  of the pentacene resul ts  shown in F i g .  21 shows an inter-  
esting 150 m V  separation between the 4 peaks observed with the 3. 3 t o  3 .6  1 
slope. 
is either due to a difference in t rue field at the molecule, or  random spacial  
variations in the adsorbed s ta te  of the molecule which alter the electronic 
transit ion selection rules.  
A s  pointed out before,  the ver t ical  separation between these peaks 
A s  mentioned ea r l i e r  e las t ic  scattering due to tunnel resonance should 
be temperature  independent in  f i r s t  o rder ;  whereas inelastic tunneling peaks 
21 
should exhibit a temperature  broadening of the leading edge. 
shows the resul ts  of a n  experimental  attempt to  examine the temperature  
effect on  a TED peak due to pentacene. 
due to  i r revers ib le  changes in the TED s t ruc ture  upon heating, 
Fig.  22 resu l t s ,  which should be taken a s  tentative until m o r e  concise 
resul ts  a r e  obtained, show a definite broadening of the leading edge of the 
TED peak belowthe Fermi  level. 
the electron-electron excitation explanation. 
Fig.  22 curve suggests a n  unusually la rge  degree of broadening of the levels 
involved e 
Fig. 23 is simply a replot of the F i g .  19 resul ts  on a semi-log graph 
Fig.  22 
Many attempts were unsuccessful 
Thus,  the 
This resul t  a s  i t  stands however supports 
The ve ry  large half width of the 
to emphasize the unusual broadening of the leading edge a s  the field is  
increased.  
temperature  change. 
heated even locally to such tempera tures  by emiss ion  heating, the broadening 
m u s t  be due to a n  electron-phonon interaction for  electrons emitted a t  the 
Fermi level.  
has  resulted in a sufficiently long- lived phononically excited molecule that 
tunneling electrons couple to the phonon modes s o  a s  to take up phononic 
energy. 
reflect  a "hotter" molecule. 
of the Boltzman tail was not a general  occurrence.  
The degree of broadening corresponds to a few hundred degrees  
Since i t  is unlikely that the metallic electrons a r e  
Apparently in  this case the rapid electronic de- excitation 
The increase in the phonon spread with cu r ren t  mus t  simply 
We should note that this s o r t  of broadening 
In contra- distinction to the phthalocyanine 
observation of d i rec t  e lec  tron-phonon excitation 
r e su l t s ,  we have no 
of pentacene. This may 
22 
be a resu l t  of the absence of N - H  and C=N bonds and the m o r e  rigid 
s t ruc ture  of pentacene. 
F igure  24 gives the ve ry  prel iminary resul ts  obtained with anthracene 
and shows clear ly  the evidence for  a similar electron- e lectron excitation, 
Fur ther  resul ts  will be required before a definite picture of the effect of 
anthracene on the TED can be obtained. 
SUMMARY 
Both phthalocyanine and pentacene greatly a l t e r  the TED s t ruc ture  of 
W and Mo. 
the TED curves identify both electron-electron and electron-phonon interac-  
tions in the phthalocyanine resu l t s .  
ruled out a s  a possible mechanism in some of the pentacene resul ts  although 
no electron-phonon interactions were  identified. 
account for  some of the apparent irreproducibil i ty of the resu l t s ;  however 
it is not yet c lear  to what extent s t e r i c  o r  par t ia l  decomposition effects 
influence the TED resu l t s .  
TED of field emitted electrons will be observed in  a romat ic  compounds 
and that this s t ruc ture  will eventually be interpretable in t e r m s  of the 
electronic and phononic spec t ra  of the adsorbed molecule. 
that the molecular pat terns  represent  single molecules,  the spec t ra  s o  
observed can be confined to a single adsorbed molecule. 
A study of the tempera ture ,  shape and field dependence of 
Elast ic  tunnel resonance cannot be 
S ter ic  effects undoubtedly 
It is reasonably cer ta in  that s t ruc ture  in the 
T o  the extent 
2 3  
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Figure  16 Fowler-Nordheim plot of probe and total current  obtained f rom 
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Figure 21 Summary of peak displacements vs field strength for  pentacene 
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11. Investigation of the Total Energy Distribution of Field Emitted 
Electrons Fr0.m Rhenium 
IN TR ODU C TION 
The f i r s t  section of this repor t  deals ent i re ly  with the effects of 
adsorbed molecules on the total  energy distribution (TED) of field emitted 
electrons.  
effects may  under cer ta in  c i rcumstances a l t e r  the TED obtained f r o m  clean 
meta l  surfaces .  Recent theoret ical  and experimental  investigations have 
prompted us  to devote a portion of this study to fur ther  investigation of the 
TED f r o m  clean metals  with emphasis being placed on those metals  whose 
band s t ruc ture  might a l t e r  the TED f r o m  that predicted by Fowler-Nordheim 
( F N )  field emission theory. 
reported fo r  both tungsten and molybdenum. 
show a s imi l a r  resul t  along the < l l l > d i r e c t i o n  of copper which contains the 
neck of an  otherwise spherical  F e r m i  surface.  
other meta ls  that may exhibit band s t ruc ture  effects on the TED are N <I 11 > 
and possibly Rec0001 s.. 
into account i s  the difficulty in  fabricating field emiss ion  cathodes and the 
practicali ty of cleaning af te r  fabrication. F o r  this reason  and because of 
its availability a n d  famil iar i ty  we have selected rhenium. 
It has been indicated i n  previous repor t s  that band s t ruc tu re  
1 
Such effects have been observed and were  
3 In addition recent  studies 
According to calculations, 
Another important c r i te r ion  which must  be taken 
The theory of field e lectron tunneling f r o m  meta l  into vacuum has 
been developed for  some  time. 
of band s t ruc ture  considerations has appeared in the l i t e ra ture  and examines 
Recent work directed towards the inclusion 
25 
4 severa l  different but probably related effects. Strat ton has derived theore- 
t ical  expressions for  the TED f r o m  metals  with a r b i t r a r y  F e r m i  shape but 
with E a,’. investigated the influence of Bragg reflections and 
considered the effects of an  open F e r m i  surface on the TED. 
5 Itskovitch 
An open F e r m i  
surface along the emission direction should result in a shift of the peak in 
the TED curve toward the bottom of the conduction band. This can be ex- 
plained by noting that an  open F e r m i  surface along a particular direction 
means no electrons a t  the F e r m i  energy possess  momentum vectors  along 
the emission direction. 
face opening, the TED peak will shift toward the F e r m i  level a s  one mea-  
su res  the TED a t  increasing angles from the direction of the open F e r m i  
Depending on the angular s ize  of the F e r m i  s u r -  
surface a 
Both Stratton and Itskovitch have considered the effect of a r b i t r a r y  
F e r m i  shapes on field emiss ion  TED but where the energy (E)  retains a 
parabolic relationship with respect  to momentum space (k)$ a s  found in f r e e  
e lectron like bands. 6 Gadzuk has attempted to explain band s t ruc ture  ef- 
fects on tunneling by avoiding the assumption of a parabolic E - k  relationship 
and considered an  approximate band shape by superposit ion of a f r e e  s-like 
band and a tight binding d band. His purpose was to  demonstrate that the 
density of s ta tes  and non-parabolic bands can be a s  important a s  Fermiology 
considerations in determining the TED. 
Recent calculations by Mattheis s have yielded a theoretical  model  for 
the F e r m i  surface of rhenium which shows some interesting band s t ruc ture  
near  the F e r m i  level. The electronic E(E)  relationships calculated by 
26 
Mattheiss for  rhenium are shown in Figs .  1 and  2. F i g .  1 shows the rela-  
tivistic energy bands for  rhenium negl-ecting spin- orbi t  coupling and Fig.  2 
shows the effects of spin-orbit  coupling. 
in  the case  of spin-orbit  coupling since the calculations were  car r ied  out 
using unsymmetrized basis  functions s o  it was not possible to label  the sym- 
me t ry  propert ies  of the individual s ta te .  
The individual bands a r e  not labeled 
7 
EXPERIMENTAL 
TED measurements  were made in a van Oostrum type analyzer  of the 
type previously reported.  
by exchanging the dipole magnet with a four segment (quadrupole) anode s o  
that deflection could be accomplished by the m o r e  convenient e lectrostat ic  
method . 
F o r  pa r t  of the experiment the tube was al tered 
Two crys ta l  orientations have been examined. F i r s t  a rhenium 
emi t te r  oriented approximately in  the < l O i O >  direction was examined in the 
magnetic type deflection tube. Next a <0001> oriented emit ter  was examined 
in the electrostat ic  deflection quadrupole tube. The resolution obtained f r o m  
the f i r s t  tube a s  estimated f r o m  the TED curves was l e s s  than 40 mV at 77'K. 
The second tube gave a resolution of about 80  mV at  77'K. 
values were  obtained using the c r i t e r i a  introduced by Young and Kuyatt of 
measuring the energy difference between the 10 and 90% points on the TED 




Since magnetoresistance experiments have exhibited fair ly  conclusive 
evidence of a n  open orbi t  in the F e r m i  surface along the <0001> direction of 
Re9, lo ,  the most  obvious deviations which might be expected to occur in  the 
TED curve f r o m  <0001> R-e would be a n  energy shift in the onset of emission 
a s  predicted by Itskovitch5 and observed by Whitcutt and Blott f r o m  the <111> 
direction of copper.3 F ig .  3 shows the calculated intersections of the F e r m i  
surface with the symmetry  planes of the Brillouin zone. 
Brillouin zone for  the hexagonal c rys ta l  s t ructure .  
Fig. 4 shows the 
The data obtained f r o m  the < O C O l >  d i rect ion is shown in Fig.  5. No 
shift was observed in the onset of emission as the beam was deflected f r o m  
the < 0 0 0 1 >  direction towards the lower work function a r e a s  as shown by the 
second curve  in F i g .  5. 
f r o m  the slope of the TED and F N  plots was 5.8 eV. 
function ( O f )  f r o m  F N  plots gave a much l a r g e r  value of 6.5 eV, by assuming 
a value of 4 .88  eV for the average work function and assuming that the value 
of the field factor ( B )  for the (0001)  plane was the s a m e  as the average. 
obvious s t ruc ture  was detected in the TED for  the (0001) plane of rhenium 
over a range of about 0. 5 e V  below the F e r m i  leve l ,  which is the limit of de- 
tec tability . 
The value of absolute work function (8,) determined 
A determination of work 
No 
The TED obtained f r o m  the < l O T O >  direction i s  shown in  Fig.  6.  Note 
the hump present  on the distribution that extends f r o m  about 0. 3 eV to about 
0.4 eV below the F e r m i  level. By ignoring the presence of the hump, the 
28 
value of the absolute work function (8,) calculated f r o m  this plane was 4 . 1  eV. 
DIS CUSS ION 
This prel iminary data obtained f r o m  rhenium indicated an  anomalous 
behavior of the electron emission f r o m  the < l O I O >  and possibly the <0001> 
directions. 
theory,  suggests that the band s t ruc ture  of rhenium may  influence the elec- 
t ron  emiss ion  f r o m  these planes. 
Such behavior,  not predicted by c lass ica l  F N  field emission 
Since magnetor e s is tanc e experiments 9 ,  lo show a l a rge  open surface 
along the C A (or  0001) direction for rhenium, one might expect a TED simi- 
l a r  to that obtained by Whittcutt and Biott f r o m  the <111> direction of cop- 
pe r .  Such an effect, however,  was not experimentally observed and c loser  
examination of the calculated band s t ruc ture  of rhenium indicates that it may 
not be expected. 
Fig.  1 has  a band labeled 
downward fo r  about 10 eV. 
orbit  coupling is considered in  Fig.  2. 
to be a 6p-type state.  
i s  calculated and there  appears  to be a total band gap in the region near  the 
F e r m i  level. 11, l 2  There  is some question a s  to the actual position of the 
A2 band since de Has-van Alphen (dHvA) studies give no indication that this 
band l ies  above the rhenium F e r m i  level. 13, l4 The calculations which show 
this band passing through the F e r m i  level account fo r  the sma l l  ellipsoidal 
hole pocket surrounding C a s  shown in  Fig. 3 .  Since this piece is a 
The band s t ruc ture  along the C A direction a s  shown in  
A 2  cutting through the F e r m i  level and extending 
This band remains  near ly  unchanged when spin- 
This band is assumed by Mattheiss 
In the case  of copper,  no s imi la r ly  positioned band 
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closed sur face ,  it should have been observed in the dHvA data. Our field 
emission resu l t s  suggest that the A 2  electron band does in fact  c r o s s  the 
F e r m i  level along C A and thereby accounts for the existence of the s.mall 
hole surface at  Y e  
No s t ruc ture  within 0. 5 eV of the F e r m i  level was experimentally de- 
tected in the TED obtained f r o m  the <0001> direction of rheniurn and the 
overall  shape of the curve ag rees  with classical  FN theory. Howevers a s  
pointed out e a r l i e r ,  when an  attempt was made to calculate the work func- 
tion of this plane it was found that the absolute work function ( g e )  determina- 
tion and the F N  method (g,) gave f a r  different resu l t s .  
sible violation of the internal self consistency of the F'N theory along the 
This indicates pos- 
<0001> direction of rhenium. Calculations indicate that both W <110> and 
have sma l l  hole pockets in these respective directions.  Re <0001> 
size  of the pockets appear  to be about the same,  that of rhenium being 
slightly .smaller if the band s t ruc ture  calculations a r e  accurate .  
of in te res t  to note that molybdenum exhibits the same type of hole pocket 
centered around point N of reciprocal  lattice space,  but in this case a much 
l a rge r  surface is  calculated.  
these directions can  only be surmised  a t  this time but should be considered 
a s  a possible cause f o r  the observed inconsistencies in the F N  analysis .  
The 
It i s  a l so  
Any effect of the hole pockets on the TED f rom 
Another possible explanation for the 0 . 7  eV difference between (df 
and Qle for  
c rys ta l  direct ion due to local faceting of c rys ta l  faces caused by surface 
<0001> Re i s  the variation of the field factor ( B )  relative to the 
15 
energy an iso t ropy .  Mgller has found variations of B to be the order  of 
3 0  
370 for tungsten (110); thus a variation of 770 for  rhenium seems very large 
indeed, although it should not be considered impossible. 
(5.  8 eV) is  only slightly l a rge r  than the value determined by thermionic 
methods ( 5 . 6  eV) and m a y  indicate that the local  value of 13 decreases  by 
a s  much as 770 f r o m  the average. 
The value of 8, 
The other plane examined which appears  to be r ich  in band s t ruc-  
ture  near  the F e r m i  level  is  the An examination of the energy 
band for  rhenium in  the CM direction of Fig.  1 shows three  s ta tes  C2, 13 
and cross ing  near  the F e r m i  level; however they do not in fact c r o s s  
due to the effects of spin-orbit  coupling ( F i g .  2 ) .  
ted energy bands in  F ig .  2 shows a flat band and sma l l  gap occurring a t  
about 0 . 3  eV below the Fermi level may well account for  the hump detec- 
ted a t  this energy position in the TED curve along the 
< l o 1 0  > 
14 
Examination of the predic- 
< l O i O > .  
CONCLUSION 
While the data presented he re  is quite prel iminary deviations of f i e l d  
emission response f r o m  that predicted by c lass ica l  F N  theory do occur in 
Re as  well a s  W ,  Mo and Cu. Classical  F N  field emiss ion  theory does not 
appear to be sufficient to  explain the data obtained f r o m  the and 
possibly the <0001> directions of rhenium. Since the calculated energy 
bands for  rhenium cross  near  the Fermi level  along the 
< 1 O i O >  
< l O I O >  direc- 
tion, i t  is likely that the observed s t ruc ture  in the TED is  due to band s t ruc-  
ture  phenomena. 
band crossings near  the F e r m i  level  ag ree  with c lass ica l  F N  theory.  
Directions investigated in  which there  were  no predicted 
The 
31 
TED f r o m  the <0001> direction of R e  appears  normal ,  however, F N  
analysis of the data shows an  inconsistency which may  be attributed to a n  
unusually la rge  facet on this plane. 
aiiomalous TED a n d  F N  resu l t s  to predicted band s t ruc ture  effects,  fur ther  
theoretical  and experimental  work is c lear ly  required.  
While it is possible to  roughly cor re la te  
3 2  
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Figure 1 Relativistic energy bands for rhenium with spin-orbit coupling 
neglected calculated by Mattheiss 6 
s A U L  P H  
e 2 Relativistic energy bands luding the effects of 
spin-orbit coupling calculated by Mattheiss 6 
Figure 3 Intersection of the rhenium F e r m i  surface with symmetry  planes 6 of the hexagonal Brillouin zone according to  Mattheiss a 
labeling denotes electrons (e)  or holes (h) and the zone number. 
The 
Figure 4 The Brillouin zone for  the hexagonal s t ruc ture  with symmetry 
points and l ines  labeled according to the standard notation, 
Figure 5 TED plot f rom (0001) of rhenium and a TED plot 20° f rom (0001) 
Note onset of emission i s  the same  for  both cases.  
I .c 
.o I 
Figure 6 TED plot f r o m  (lOi"0) of rhenium. Note hump at low energy end 
of plot. 
